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Abstract 

In this work, zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films were deposited on 

glass substrates by APCVD technique. Oxygen gas flow rates 

(4NL/h) is used with various substrates temperature (300, 350, 

400, 500 and 550 ̊C) with deposition time of 30 min. The 

XRD analysis revealed that ZnO deposited at 500 C̊ and 

oxygen gas flow rate (4 NL/h) give a sharp peak appears 

which is indicate that the films are perfectly growing. The 

average micro strain were analyzed by Williamson–Hall 

methods. FE-SEM images confirmed the nanoparticles are 

made of smaller ZnO agglomerates. The grain size of (ZnO) 

thin film was measured by Image J software, the roughness 

and topography of the thin films was study by (AFM) . Uv-vis 

spectroscopy measurements showed that the band gap values 

of ZnO thin films in the range (3. 81 -3. 88 eV)..   

Keywords: ZnO thin films; Substrate temperature; Optical 

properties; APCVD; XRD; FE-SEM, AFM. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films It is an n-type semiconductor 

wurtzite structure with a direct energy wide-band gap of about 

3.37 eV at room temperature[1],  have been widely used in 

optoelectronic or electronics applications, surface acoustic-

wave devices[2], solar cell windows[3], gas sensors[4], 

however in many other applications in solid state and 

electronic devices[5, 6]. For deposit ZnO thin films there are 

so many techniques such as sputtering[7], spray pyrolysis[8], 

metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)[9], sol 

gel[10], hydro thermal[11],and APCVD method[12]. For 

preparation of ZnO thin films by APCVD using zinc acetate is 

low cost and easy to handle and there are chemically stable in 

atmospheric air[13]. The Nano scale of ZnO is a great 

importance from the technological significance of 

nanostructures, their quasi-one-dimensional structure, with 

diameters from the range of tens to hundreds of nanometers, 

makes them motivating from a scientific point of opinion. At 

this size range, they are expected to possess very interesting 

physical properties and pronounced coupling completely 

different from their bulk counterpart[14]. In this work, 

APCVD method was used to prepare ZnO thin films, using 

zinc acetate. The size, morphology, crystallinity, and optical 

properties of the resulting ZnO thin films were investigated as 

well as the influence of variable temperatures on their size and 

optical properties. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS  

Experimental Details 

In this practical work we used (APCVD) technic in an open 

tube system for deposition the ZnO thin films on glass 

substrates .The grown of ZnO thin films caused by 

evaporating of 0,5g of zinc acetated, supplied according to the 

chemical relation. The stem was allowed to react with the 

oxygen inside the oven (High) Temperature Furnace 

(Microprocessor Controlled Furnace) –HTI CORPORATION 

model GSL-1600X –Germany). ZnO thin films were 

deposited on the cleaned glass as a substrates were the glass 

substrate was firstly cleaned via ultrasonically with acetone, 

ethanol, and deionized water, in a consecutive manner, for 30 

min. Grown condition was involved a gas mixture of argon 

and oxygen , Which inter to the tube contented the zinc 

acetated with glass substrate during, the two separate gas flow 

meter to controlling their flows, also we take the 

optimizations for distance between the boat which consist of 

0.5g of zinc acetated materials and glass substrate  in a range  

5, 8,12cm, subsequently we found the optimum time 

deposition of oxygen flow rate is about 30min(time 

depositions), and then controlled the prepared samples gas 

flow rate by taken oxygen rate at 4 NL/h ,with carrier Argon 

gas flow rate 4NL/hr, where NL/hr means (Normal litter per 

hour). There for the variable of different substrate temperature 

are used for growing the ZnO thin films (300, 350, 400, 450, 

500, 550 ͦC). Deposition was follow out by (APCVD) 

technique. It contains a horizontal tubular furnace which has a 

diameter of 5cm and almost 150 cm long we see that the 

properties of the films change with the change of the 

temperature inside the oven and flow rate of the oxygen with 

time deposition. For getting a good quality of ZnO thin films 

the oxygen flow rate should be at 4NL/hr, time deposition 

30mint and the distance between the boat which consist of 

zinc acetated materials and glass substrata nearly 8cm. By the 

field emission scanning electron microscopy with analysis of 

XRD can be studied structural surface morphology and 

chemical compositions of the films[15]. The optical 

transmittance and absorbance spectra were recorded using a 

double beam UV- visible spectroscopy 2600 Shimadzu Co. 

Japan. Spectrophotometer in the wavelength range 200 to 900 

nm, which can be calculate   the energy band gap, of the 

samples. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

Structural characteristics. 

The XRD patterns of zinc oxide (ZnO) thin film shows from 

Fig. (1) Which is prepared by(APCVD)method. For this 

purpose different substrate temperatures (300̊C, 350̊C 400C̊, 

450̊C, 500̊C, 550̊C) with the oxygen flow rate 4 NL/hr are 

used. 

 

Figure 1. XRD patterns of ZnO thin films with oxygen flow 

rate 4NL/hr at different substrates temperature (300̊ C, 350 C̊, 

400̊ C, 450̊ C, 500̊ C, 550̊ C). 

Structural characterization of ZnO thin films were performed 

by Day Petronic Company-Iran with a diffract meter (XRD) 

model: Analytical Philips (XPERT-PRO) equipped with 

CuKα(λ= 1:54178Å) using a generator voltage of 40 kV and a 

current of 40 mA, the scans were run over the range (5.0̊-

79.97)̊, using step size [0:039̊]. The peaks of the XRD were 

observed in the range from 2θ (20-̊70̊) the diffraction peaks 

show that the intensity of the films increases with increasing 

the substrate temperature, which is corresponding to [100], 

[002], and [101], from the x-ray analysis with the position of 

2θ = 32.1 ͦ, 34.6 ͦ and 36.4 ͦ respectively. However the peaks 

position in XRD patterns are perfectly matched the standard 

pattern with reference code ICSD 01-075-1526, while some 

peaks disappear in the sample that prepared at (300, 350, 

400 ̊C) substrate temperature may be due to that the zinc oxide 

materials which is not pasted (not deposited fully) on the glass 

substrate or was not perfectly combustion, bat at temperature 

450, 500and 550 ̊C a sharp peak appears which is indicate that 

the films are perfectly growing. From XRD analyze the results 

showed that the crystallites size of ZnO thin films for different 

substrate temperature can be measured by using the Full 

Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) from Scherrer 

equations[16]. 

)1(
cos

89.0




D  

where D is the crystallites  size, λ is the X-ray wavelength, θ 

is the Bragg diffraction angle and β is the full width at half 

maximum. The crystallites  size found in the a range of 10-15 

nm for different substrate temperatures[17]. 

 

Table 1. The x-ray data of ZnO thin films at various substrate temperature ( 2θ (deg), Full width at half maximum (FWHM) and 

crystallites size) 

S Temp. 

̊C 
2θ(deg) θ(deg) θ(rad) Cosθ [hkl] d (Å) β=FWHM(deg) β=FWHM(rad) D (nm)=0.9λ/βcosθ Avarge D(nm) 

B1 300 32.1 16.05 0.2803 0.961 [100] 3.52 0.9 0.0157 9.12  
10.24 

 
 

34.6 17.3 0.301 0.954 [002] 3.25 0.7 0.0122 11.90 

36.46 18.23 0.318 0.949 [101] 2.37 0.87 0.0151 9.63 

B2 

 

350 

 

32.08 16.04 0.2798 0.961 [100] 3.52 0.7 0.01221 11.823  
11.50 

 
 

34.75 17.38 0.303 0.954 [002] 3.25 0.69 0.01207 12.074 

36.59 18.3 0.3193 0.949 [101] 2.37 0.79 0.0137 10.605 

B3 

 

400 

 

34.86 17.43 0.3042 0.954 [002] 3.25 0.46 0.0080 18.12 15.08 
 
 

36.63 18.32 0.319 0.949 [101] 2.379 0.7 0.0122 11.96 

B4 

 

450 

 

32.18 16.09 0.280 0.960 [100] 3.521 0.63 0.0109 13.145  
10.78 

 
 

34.68 17.34 0.302 0.954 [002] 3.250 0.86 0.0150 9.68 

36.64 18.32 0.319 0.949 [101] 2.377 0.88 0.0153 9.52 

B5 

 

500 

 

34.94 17.47 0.304 0.953 [002] 3.521 0.766 0.0133 10.88  
8.87 

 
 

36.94 18.47 0.322 0.9488 [101] 3.250 0.91 0.0154 9.214 

63.65 31.83 0.5556 0.849 [103] 2.377 1.44 0.025 6.509 

B6 

 

550 

 

31.88 15.94 0.278 0.961 [100] 3.521 0.73 0.0127 11.33  
10.60 

 
 

34.54 17.27 0.301 0.954 [002] 3.250 0.738 0.0128 11.28 

36.36 18.18 0.317 0.950 [101] 2.37 0.91 0.0158 9.209 
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The Williamson-Hall equation for peak broadening (β) from 

Eq. (2) can also be determined the crystallite size and strain 

effect in diffraction pattern.   

β cos θ =
0.9 λ

D
4ε sin θ                                                         (2 ) 

Where ε is the average micro strain . The Williamson-Hall 

plots [ β *  x 10-3   versus d * (Å-1) ] shown in Fig. 2, detects 

that for all prominent peaks and applied best linear fitting[18], 

from linear plot shows positive slope (0.00741, 0.005117, 

0.0073, 0.00645and 0.0073) for all samples T = 300 C̊ , 

350 C̊,450 ̊C , 500 ̊C and 550 C̊  respectively which presence a 

tensile strain[19, 20], excepts that when substrate 

temperatures at 400 ˚C the linear plot shows  negative slope(-

0.003015) which is  implies compressive strain in a 

lattice[18]. Table (2) shows the crystallite size with 

dislocation density (δ) was determined using the relation  (3) 

[21, 22], and micro strain tendency. 

δ =
1

D2
                                                 (3) 

It was shows that the value of (δ) decreases with increasing 

the substrate temperatures from 300 to 550 ̊ C [25]. 

 

Table 2. Crystallite size, dislocation density and strain, for 

different substrate temperature. 

Temp. 

̊C 

Average D (nm) 𝜹 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 𝜺 

300 38.28 6.842 0.00741 

350 50.3 3.952 0.005117 

450 59.63 2.8123 0.0073 

500 67.9 2.169 0.00645 

550 74.5 1.801 0.0073 

 

 

 

Figure 2. W-H PLOT for ZnO thin films with various temperature  (T = 300  ̊C, 350  ̊C, 400  ̊C, 450  ̊C, 500  ̊C and 550  ̊ C 
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FE-SEM study 

Field emission scanning electron microscopy of pure zinc 

oxide (ZnO) thin films deposited on a glass substrate gives in 

Fig.(3) (a1,a2), (b1,b2) and (c1,c2) which showed that the 

surface morphology of thin films for different substrate 

temperatures 450, 500 and 550̊ C respectively at oxygen flow 

rate of 4NL/hr for 30 min. The disparity in the texture of the 

films can be shows growing of thin film increases with 

increasing of substrate temperature. The grain size of (ZnO) 

thin film was measured using Image J software, which 

revealed that there are different values of grain size appears 

by change the value of temperature. Clearly shows that when 

the temperature of substrate increased from (400-550 ̊C) the 

grain size also increases (a=35 nm , b=43.23 nm, c=50.65nm) 

respectively. The FE-SEM images depict that the 

nanoparticles are made of smaller ZnO agglomerates[23]. 

 

 

Figure 3. (a-c) FE-SEM micrographs of zinc oxide prepared by APCVD thin films at oxygen flow rate of 4 NL/h with substrate 

temperature of (a) 450 °C, (b) 500 °C and (c) 550 °C.. 
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The surface morphology of the films was studied also by 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). From the AFM images, it 

was shows that the grain size becomes larger and the 

crystallinity was improved with the increase in the substrate 

temperature. AFM surface 3D (three-dimensional) images of 

zinc oxide thin film deposited on glass substrate at various 

substrate temperatures are shown Fig.4 [(a,b) and (c,d)]. 

When the substrate temperature is increased from 500 to 550 

°C the distribution of grains is uniformly on the substrate 

surface. However with substrate temperature the surface 

roughness was observed to be improved because the radicals’ 

mobility at the sample surface enhanced[24]. 

 

 

Figure 4. The AFM surface 3D images of ZnO thin films as a function of substrate temperature: (a,b) 500 °C, (c,d) 550 °C 

respectively. 

 

Optical properties 

At room temperature the optical transmittance of the samples 

were calculated in the wavelength range of 200–900 nm by 

double beam UV- visible spectroscopy 2600 from Shimadzu 

Co. Japan. Where the transmittance measurements of zinc 

oxide (ZnO) thin films with different substrate temperatures in 

the range of 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 and 550  ͦC. The optical 

band gap energy between the valence band to the conduction 

band for ZnO thin films have been measured from Tauc 

equation [25]. 

)2()( nEghAh    

Where, α, is the absorbance coefficient, A, proportional 

constant, hv  is the photon energy in electron volte and n is an 

index which takes four  values 1/2, 3/2, 2 and 3 depending on 

the nature of the electronic transition in this case we used  (n = 

1/2 for the direct transitions ban gap).The plot between (αhv)2 

and hv produces a straight line, and the extrapolation of the 

straight line to (αhv)2 = 0 axis gives the value of the band gap 

of the sample[26]. We found that the average value of the 

energy band gap of the ZnO thin films in this work as showed 

in Fig (5), between (3.18-3.28 eV) dependent upon the nature 

of deposition of ZnO thin films with the various of substrate 

temperature from the range of (300 to 550 ̊C), with the 

average value of the thickness which measured approximately 

for all samples are 500nm. However these value are match 

with the other previously issue experimental and theoretical 

results since it is well known that zinc oxide family is an n-

type wide-band-gap semiconductor material[27].  
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Figure 5. Plot of (αhv)2 versus photon energy (hυ) for ZnO thin films at temperature (300 ,350 ,400,450,550and 550̊ C ) with 

oxygen flow rate 4NL/hr. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The pure zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films were deposited on glass 

substrates by APCVD technique. To obtain ZnO thin films, 

the zinc acetated employed with oxygen gas flow rate for this 

purpose. Different value of substrate temperatures in the range 

of 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 and 550  ͦC are used as a function 

of fixed oxygen and argon gas  flow rate at (4NL/hour).This 

preparation technique gives a good quality for ZnO thin films 

deposition. The XRD analysis revealed that the optimum 

condition for deposition of zinc oxide marital on glass 

substrate at 500 C̊ and 4NL/h flow rate which is gives that the 

largest intensity of XRD peaks compared with other substrate 

temperature. The effect of different substrate temperature was 

investigated as well, micro strain were performed by 
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Williamson–Hall methods. FE-SEM images showed that with 

increasing the temperature the growing of deposition on gals 

substrate also increases. This result is a good agreement with 

the result that obtained from XRD analysis. From AFM 

mechanism can be study the roughness and topography of the 

ZnO thin films. The films also showed semiconducting 

behavior with band gap energy of 3.28eVat 500 ̊C. However 

the thickness measurements on the tested samples were 

approximately around 500 nm. 
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